
VBS Creative set Christmas mice
Instructions No. 2595
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 3 Hours

In the Advent season, the appropriate decoration may not be missing, of course. Our creative set is a sweet alternative to the classic
design of your own four walls. Likewise, it is a great addition for monetary gifts.

Naughty mice for the Christmas season
First, the template for the ears is transferred to the foam rubber and then cut out. So that ears and body have the same color, everything is now first painted in
gray. Once this primer has dried, the inside of the ears and the face are set off in skin color. 

The mouth, nose, cheeks and eyes follow. These succeed easily if you proceed step by step and let these steps dry well in between: first the white, then sea
green, stone gray and finally the white light reflex. Now glue the painted ears to the sides of the head. 

While the glue dries, transfer the pattern for the hat to the craft felt and cut it to size. You can also vary the length of the hat to suit your taste. So you can
subsequently bring them into the funniest shapes. 

Hot glue is best suited for gluing the caps together. To do this, carefully apply a thin strip of the glue to one of the long edges, let it cool a bit briefly and then
roll up the cap. Once the hot glue has cooled, the opening of the cap can be stretched a little more with your fingers and brought into shape. Finally, glue small
gold-colored beads as "bells" to the tips of the hats. 

For the scarf, cut out strips about 1.5 cm wide in different lengths. Make a few small cuts at the ends to create the typical fringe look

Now just attach the scarf and hat to the little mice with craft glue or hot glue and they are ready to be given as gifts or to spread a pre-Christmas mood within
your own four walls. 

Have fun!

Article number Article name Qty

Article information:



18298 VBS Handicraft set "Christmas mice" 1
567725-08 POSCA Marker PC-1MCWhite 1
762410 Pigma Micron case, set of 3 1
14938 edding 5300 Acrylic "Acrylic marker - fine"Noble Mauve 1
10496 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlsea Green 1
560078-89 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlStone Grey 1

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/newsletter/
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